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Bringing together an interdisciplinary group of scholars ... gender studies in the Ottoman-Turkish milieu and in the Arab and Balkan world have been, on the whole, kept tightly segregated from ...
The past, present and future of the women s, gender and sexuality studies in Turkey
-Affiliated Faculty, Harriman Institute for Russian, Eurasian and Eastern European Studies (Columbia University) Professor Amra Sabic-El-Rayess is the author of the highly acclaimed book titled "The ...
Amra Sabic-El-Rayess
The book is deeply interdisciplinary in ... Melanesia, the Balkans and elsewhere. I invite expressions of interest from students interested in working within any of the areas of my research interest ...
Dr Mark Brown
My work in these areas has been highly interdisciplinary ... included extensive fieldwork with ex-fighters and survivors throughout the Balkans. Building on my dissertation research, my current work ...
Jordan Kiper
Kupatadze, Alexander 2017. Accounting for diverging paths in most similar cases: corruption in Baltics and Caucasus. Crime, Law and Social Change, Vol. 67, Issue. 2 ...
The Quest for Good Governance
Between June 15th and 18th, 2019, the SNF Centre for Hellenic Studies, in collaboration with Rutgers University - Newark, presented the interdisciplinary workshop ... forensic and research ...
Sovereignty, Space and Aesthetics: Greece and Europe in the World
Dan is interested in theorising and challenging the conditions of disablism (the social, political, cultural and psycho-emotional exclusion of people with physical, sensory and/or cognitive ...
Professor Dan Goodley
His research agenda has focused on interdisciplinary issues related to economic growth ... the editorial review board of the International Entrepreneurship and Management Journal and as ad hoc ...
Emanuel Xavier-Oliveira
He is a Eurasia Program Fellow at the Foreign Policy Research Institute and an affiliated ... He is currently an editor of African Studies Review, an interdisciplinary, peer-review journal. Professor ...
George Tayloe Ross Address On International Peace
The "moving wall" represents the time period between the last issue available in JSTOR and the most recently published issue of a journal. Moving walls are generally represented in years. In rare ...
Emerging Markets Finance & Trade
Popular Nationalism and International Conflict (Jiyoung Ko, Politics), Research Assistantship, Stangle Fund Max Drury

22: Applying Peer Review Studies to Interdisciplinary STEM Courses to Promote ...

Summer Research Recipients
His opinion pieces have appeared in the Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, Wall Street Journal, Financial Times ... The Burkle Center is UCLA's primary academic unit that fosters interdisciplinary ...
Conference Participant Biographies
All leading Israeli media published this report on Monday citing their sources, along with the US-based Wall Street Journal ... an expert at the Interdisciplinary Center in Herzliya, in an ...
Press review: Biden s incoming cabinet picks and Netanyahu s 'secret' Saudi visit
According to the Wall Street Journal, the decision to revise ... Director of the Institute for Interdisciplinary Medical Research at the European University Anton Barchuk, who shares the opinion ...
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Press review: Taliban to partake in Moscow talks and why the Pentagon chief visited Kiev
The department has a vibrant research culture which enhances our teaching programme. Professor Karen E Smith, Head of the Department of International Relations Also you can check out the LSE
Research ...
Research News
Bush, and Barack Obama traveling to Europe, Africa, The Balkans, Latin America ... is personally dedicated to promoting awareness and research for ALS (Lou Gehrig

s disease).

The International Women s Media Foundation s 2021 Courage in Journalism Awards Hosted by Christiane Amanpour
MONTRÉAL et LAVAL, Oct. 12, 2021 /CNW Telbec/ - Research conducted by the PhD student Mohamed ... Assessment & Disease Monitoring (DADM) journal, suggest that oxidation may be an early marker
of this ...

Compliance in Multinational Corporations explores phenomena such as bribery, money laundering, and terrorism financing. Including an empirical analysis of 100 expert interviews, it takes an innovative
look at the perspectives of criminals and compliance experts to provide a long-lasting guide for compliance experts.
The International Conference on Research of Educational Administration and Management (ICREAM) held on October 17, 2017 in Bandung, West Java, Indonesia. The aim of ICREAM is to provide a
platform for educators, administrators, managers, leaders, policy makers, researchers, scholars, principals, supervisors, graduate students, practitioners, academicians, professionals and teachers from
different discipline backgrounds to present and discuss research, developments and innovations in the fields of educational administration. It provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas
and application experiences, to establish business or research relations and to find global partners for future collaboration.
"Separatism has been on the rise across the world since the end of the Cold War, dividing countries through political strife, ethnic conflict, and civil war, and redrawing the political map. Gangsters and
Other Statesmen examines the role transnational mafias play in the success and failure of separatist movements, challenging conventional wisdom about the interrelation of organized crime with
peacebuilding, nationalism, and state making"-In an ever-changing economy, market specialists strive to find new ways to evaluate the risks and potential reward of economic ventures by assessing the importance of human reaction during the
economic planning process. The Handbook of Research on Behavioral Finance and Investment Strategies: Decision Making in the Financial Industry presents an interdisciplinary, comparative, and
competitive analysis of the thought processes and planning necessary for individual and corporate economic management. This publication is an essential reference source for professionals, practitioners,
and managers working in the field of finance, as well as researchers and academicians interested in an interdisciplinary approach to combine financial management, sociology, and psychology.
This book explores the economic and social development of the Western Balkan region, a group of six countries that are potential candidates for EU membership. It focuses on the key economic issues
facing these countries, including the challenge of promoting economic growth, limiting public deficits and debt, and fostering international trade relations. Given the severe impact of the recent economic
crisis on social welfare in the region, it also investigates the nature and extent of social exclusion, a factor likely to produce future political instabilities if not effectively addressed by a return to sustainable
economic growth. The contributions explore these issues in light of the major influence of EU policy instruments and advice, which are currently guiding the economies along an accession trajectory to
future EU membership.

With 29 contributors from across Europe and beyond, this work represents a unique and important resource that examines the many relationships between tourism and geopolitics, with a focus on
experiences drawn from Central and Eastern Europe. It begins by assessing the changing nature of 'geopolitics', from pejorative associations with Nazism to the more recent critical and feminist geopolitics
of social science's 'cultural turn'. The book then addresses the important historical role of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) in geopolitical thinking, before exemplifying a range of contemporary
interactions between tourism and geopolitics within this critical region. Pursuing innovative analytical paths, the book demonstrates the interrelated nature of tourism and geopolitics and emphasizes the
freshness of this research area. Addressing key principles and ideas which are applicable globally, it is an essential source for researchers, teachers and students of tourism, geography, political science and
European studies, as well as for diplomatic, business and consultant practitioners.
This book provides a fresh overview on the debate about the remarkable regression of gender equality in the Balkans and South Caucasus caused by the fall of socialism and by the revitalization of religion
in Turkey. Contrary to the prevailing opinion of researchers who state continuous male domination, the book presents strong arguments for an alternative outlook. By contrasting the realia of gender
relations with the utopia of new femininities and new masculinities driven by digital visual communication, the book provokingly concludes with the arrival of two utopias: the Marlboro Man ‒ still
authoritative but lonely ‒ conquering and refusing family obligations; and with the emergence of a new femininity type ‒ strong and beautiful. As such this book provides a great resource to
anthropologists, demographers, sociologists, gender and media researchers and all those interested in feminist issues.
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"If the Balkans hadn't existed, they would have been invented" was the verdict of Count Hermann Keyserling in his famous 1928 publication, Europe. Over ten years ago, Maria Todorova traced the
relationship between the reality and the invention. Based on a rich selection of travelogues, diplomatic accounts, academic surveys, journalism, and belles-lettres in many languages, Imagining the Balkans
explored the ontology of the Balkans from the sixteenth century to the present day, uncovering the ways in which an insidious intellectual tradition was constructed, became mythologized, and is still being
transmitted as discourse. Maria Todorova, who was raised in the Balkans, is in a unique position to bring both scholarship and sympathy to her subject, and in a new afterword she reflects on recent
developments in the study of the Balkans and political developments on the ground since the publication of Imagining the Balkans. The afterword explores the controversy over Todorova's coining of the
term Balkanism. With this work, Todorova offers a timely, updated, accessible study of how an innocent geographic appellation was transformed into one of the most powerful and widespread pejorative
designations in modern history.
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